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Introduction

Land is the raw material of nearly all wealth, but neither the

development nor the administration of any plot of land can be planned

economically or carried out efficiently without complete and accurate

knowledge of its size, its boundaries,, its neighbours, its owners and the

natural and artificial features within its borders. It follows that

surveying and registration become operations of fundamental importance ana a

necessary preliminary to economic development of any and every scheme;

schemes which meet the prime necessity of developing the Country's natural

resources as rapidly as possible and which eventually ensure that the country

can support the highest standard of living for all those elements which make

up its population, such schemes which revive the dying areas and thus bring new

life and prospects to people who live within their influence. Without some

action of this kind, vast areas of our country would have remained a wilderness

incapable of supporting even a minimum standard of living.

Call for Survey and Registration

The tempo of industrial, agricultural, mining and'town development has

always been multiplying every other year in this country, yet the need for

a registration survey is seldom considered till it becomes a matter of

urgency; and this did in many working seasons lay a heavy burden on our

already encumbered programmes. The Director of Surveys was therefore taking

the initiative in the past ten years and calling all Government and semi

Government units to keep him informed of their proposed schemes, well before

the season commenced; and asking them to provide the necessary funds fc* the

execution of those schemes.

History

Historically, as in Egypt, the survey was started in 1901-2 as a taxation

survey. On resurveying the land, the principal source was the tax on the net

cultivable area. This tax could not be assessed without a survey. The

person responsible for the tax knokn locally as (the samad) was determined and

recorded in the plan and the tax book. Now the person who had the obligation

to pay the tax had also the right, hy inference, to the land itself. lay

about 1903 however, relatives of the presumptive owners began to claim their

shares in the land, so records of the shares were started under Egyptian settle

ment officers. From these beginnings grew the local administrative system of

registration which was taken over by the legal department in 1936.
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Xt is worth mentioning that in old days the record of the shares was '

always treated as a register of beneficial rights, the presumptive legal owners ..

being the person shown in the tax book as responsible for the tax-

Thus, although the original'settlement fulfilled its purpose, it. suffered

from several defects', chit fly because it was done entirely by the province
without any technical advice or assistance from the central body. The surveyors

were provincial and not. departmental officials; the tax and the share books

were kept in the district offices.

The main defects were:

1. Each bank of the river or island was treated as an independant unit. There

were no ground control surveys to tie these independant units together.

2. No proper, mechanism was set up to ensure that the alterations in title or

of boundaries were properly recorded on the register and maps.

3. Boundary marks were impermanent. ,

4. Constant changes in^the positions of islands and shape of banks due to

seasonal inundation.

'because of these defects the mistakes and difficulties both in the

register and the maps have multiplied to such an extent, that the maps at

least cannot in many cases perform their primary function of being an accurate

record of the boundaries.; which we ought to be able to redemarcate on the
fround on demand. Furthermore the position of the islands with respect to the

bank and the position of one bank with respect to the other, were not known.

One can not demarcate the middle of the river {medium filum aquae) unless one

knows its width. .;. . .

This state of affairs has been recognised by the survey department for

a considerable time and some work in control survey was started before the

Second World. War, but the war prevented us from continuing, nevertheless it

was resumed just after the war.

. It must be clearly understood that the resurvey of existing registered

plots is fundamentally quite independant of the settlement of the river bed or

of any other unregistered land. However desirable the latter may be, f~om the

administrative, legal and survey points of view, it could not be done unless

it was preceded or accompanied by a resurvey.
i

The resurvey was urgently required and entailed the appointment of a

resettlement officer to deal with, discrepancies brought to light' by this

resurvey and the checking of the register against the maps. The degree of
urgency could be estimated from the facts stated below:

A) On the Survey Side

a) Because each plan was an independant unit there were often discrepancies

in the boundaries common to plots appearing on adjacent plans. Pour plots two
sagias and two sullukas- would normally be affected by the common boundary.

It was not known how many plans would not fit with their neighbours, but when
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they were being traced at headquarters . "by the cadastral section most of them

gave trouble. Certainly 30 per cent of the total plots would on resurvey give

rise to such discrepancies on the ground as would require the service of the

resettlement officer.

b) There were stretches of Bf~lluka lands which had not corresponding

sagia plots because the land above was either rocky or sandy. Since the high
land was not cultivated it was never mapped. Consequently these registered
salluka plots had not been mapped. Croquis of them on tracing cloth existed,

tut on a demarcation prior to final survey there would certainly be errors and
disputes irrespective of any defects in the original settlement and survey.

c) When the islands were originally surveyed they were not tied to the
banks. Consequently we could not re-establish the boundaries of the freehold

old island plots accurately. How often our demarcation on resurvey would be

queried was not known.

d) The 1946 unusual flood inundated large areas; where this happened

practically every boundary (mud natur) has completely disappeared, Where such

destruction was extensive, pointing out of individual plot boundaries could
not be done without redemarcation of the whold area.

B) On the Registration Side

a) Some registers were checked against the maps at the time of an

experimental resurvey in 1944- Discrepancies were found in that new plots,

subdivisions and other alterations were shown either on the maps or in the

register but not both. It was found that the maps and or the register needed
correction in 16 per cent of all the plots, checked. The majority of these

eases could be rectified in the office.

b) The original settlement, and in particular the register of shares was

by no means complete. This however should argely straighten itself if the

trusted system was introduced.

It was impossible to tell precisely how far the different types of error

overlap, but on a very conservative estimate it should be noted that:

a) We were unable to demarcate accurately at least 25 per cent and

probably 35 per cent of all plots. In these cases, on resurvey, the

resettlement officer would have to confirm, or verify on the ground, the

boundaries.

b) In 16 per cent of all the plots the register and maps did not agree.

Rectification of the records by a resettlement officer was required.

As there were thousands of plots in the resurvey area, and as every

uncertainity or discrepancy was a potential civil suit, it would be realised

that a resurvey and resettlement was imperative. And prior to that freezing

of such areas should have been made to stop propagation of inherited ambiguities

which are:

It is obvious from the related narrative that some difficulties and

ambiguities will have to be inherited from the past system of cadastral survey

and the upkeep of the register. We will attempt hereunder, to give examples

to illucidate some cases we have encountered and may probably suggest the

solutions.
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a) Incomformity of the Map and the Register

In Amri, Merowe district, Northern Province, the map and the register-

were irrelevant in that owners of plot No, 1 as shown in the register own

plot No. 8 according to the map. This mess applies to all the plots in the

registration section. How it. happened, no one can say without doubt. Our

own guess is that the register wae copied from the old share book,"

while the plots on the map were on resurvey numbered from north to south

as usual. The solution is a comparison on the ground of the map against the

register and rectifying the situation by altering one of them (Preferably
the register).

b) Lack of Survey Control

No state of affairs can be more dissatisfactory than having a lot of

maps covering thousands of square Kilometers of registered areas, and every

map is an independant unit. There is no tie between either banks of the

river, or between one bank and the near islands.

Whenever the flood inundated those areas, they were declared by the

surveys department as frozen areas i.e. redemarcation of the registered

plots withheld temporarily.

Ev' ry activity will remain jammed until a resurvey resettlement is

effected.

It may be of interest to mention in this connection three cases we have

come through, though still not tackled.

1- Hawad island, down stream of Merowe had been eroded more than forty

years ago. There were some four registered plots in the island. Since it was

not tied to either bank, its redemarcation was impossible. The propriators

now.claim a newly formed island in the vicinity on the grounds that it lies

on their ancient site. The east bankers state that Hawad island was far inside

the stream. This was a case to be left to the discretion of a qualified

settlement officer.

2. Multiple Registration

In Agri village, down stream of Merowe Northern Province the registered

plots had gradually been eroded i.e. the soil had been washed out by the stream

waters. The area adjacent to those plots was under development by mataras

(Water wheels lifting water from wells). The maps showing these mataras were
not tied to those registration plans showing the original plots.

After about thirty to forty years all the boundary marks and other marks

on the original plans were washed out and none of them survived. The desert

sands started moving towards the river (also gradually) and people continued

developing areas. The result was that someone was leasing land from the

Government just above the site of the ancient registered plots. This resembles

two pages of a book, the upper containing the mataras and the lower the ancient

registered plots. We assume that one who owned the ancient site must be the

owner of the plot leased by the Government to another. This is another case for

resettlement. Had there been proper Survey Control this dilemma would not

have existed-
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3» Encroachments

In Shendi district Northern Province, the Survey of the freehold registered
plots adjacent;to ;thc river was carried out first, after a long time the Kara

land (the river rain land) was demarcated and surveyed. When our Surveyor
was painting out the boundaries of a registered plot he had to encroach onto t

the Kara land. When he started from the Karu land, he had to encroach onto the

freehold registered plots.' Also for lack of rigid survey control, the two

surveys have to be verified and adjusted to fit together.

c. Impermanency of Boundary Marks and Survey Marks

The boundary marks in the Northern Province were either Naturs (Mud Cubes

40 to 60 cm. side), angle irons or iron pipes. The mud Naturs are liable,to
be washed out by a high flood or by the rain after three or four rainy seasons.
The angle irons and the iron pipes are often uprooted through misuse or

mischief. The traverse points were in the past iron pipes placed in cement '

concrete mortar; yet they could easily be uprooted by a plough or.through

misuse or mischief. A permanent mark in a country like ours should not have
any intrinsic value to stimulate one to uproot it and get use of its material

content. We t,ave now resorted to reinforced concrete marks 20 x 20 x 120 cm.

for boundary marks, and standard.precast marks or marks casted in site for

traverse points. Both are difficult to uproot, heavy to shift and otherwise
have no apparent value to the natives.

Present State of Affairs

Cadastral Survey Traverse Control

The great majority of the control, specially in the cultivated area near

the river, has been established by traverses carried out by a theodolite and
steel tape. ^ ' -. '■■■■■■; ■■> ■■- ■

The past fifty years have seen great advances in technique adopted in the

marks used and in the method of observation and computation*..1■.-■-..:.... . ' .: ■

The main difference in the control 'of the; traverse and in the method of

computation lies in the faci that the'earlier work was referred to local, zeros
(Astro fixes), while the' latter was'tie^td first or second order triangUlation
nets; the earlier work was therefore cdmputed on an arbitrary grid extending for
a I6ng distance from the zero ultimately-causing serious errors both.in distance
and azimuth at the common line of contact within the next zone.

Settlements and Resettlements- ' :

There has been a continous process in-the Korthern Province when the river
batafcs and the existing islands were settled; disputes have always arisen
whenever a new bit of aalluka was formed. For this reason an experimental
settlement of the river bed was started in 1925 in Shendi District. This

experiment was successful because whenever a bit of land was formed we were, able
to point out the boundaries without argument. It is hoped that the whole
river bed will be covered by such settlement.
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Resurvey

The process starts with redemarcating all registered plots from the old
original maps, then surveying these boundaries onto kilo square sheets on
the transverse mercator grid at scale 1/25OO. The submerged registered
plots will then be transfered from the old maps onto the new by tracing paper.
The new maps will checked at the join lines, inked in and the area computed
by planimeter, compiled and shown in ink in the maps which will be kept in
the custody of the district survey offices.

The new maps cannot be considered ideal registration maps unless and
until the register is renewed and kept in comformity with them. It is
therefore obvious that a joint resettlement resurvey party to carry out the
work similtaneously is important to serve the following purpose:

1. Similtaneous renewal of,the map and the register (the two
pillows of land registration) and ensurance of their conformity.

2. Rectification of any previous discrepencey on the map or register.

3. Settlement, registration and survey of any land developed under

an annual tenancy base.

4. Settlement, registration and survey of the river bed and
putting end to disputes arising over new formed lands.

5. Amalgamation of under-sized plots and registering them as

divided shares in the newly formed plot,

6. Straightening the boundaries and eliminating any kinks previously
imposed by the existence of buildings, palm trees and the like.

This will also reduce the expenses by eliminating the probable funds
required for a settlement party to follow the demarcation and survey party.

Points of Argument

1 With regards to settlement and registration we need something simple that
can be worked out by the staff available. The finest regulations of .
procedures are useless if they are nullified by shortage of staff or lack of
qualifications. The process of settlement and registration must be applied
properly, taking in consideration all circumstances, lest much money, energy

and time may be wasted for no practical purpose; the whole idea may even be
brought into disrepute, for no system is likely, in such case, to be

effectively operated.

Settlement and registration officers, in advanced countries have the great
advantage of dealing with highly informed public and experts of a very high
standarf of professional integrity. In the Sudan they deal with members of
the public who have no expert knowledge whatever. So our officers must be expert,
courteous and tactful, and should remember that the applicants and claimants
are usually at a disadvantage by not being so familiar with the regulations-
Officers should not only help arid be willing to help the public, but also -
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by their general manner, courtesy and alacrity —should convince the public

of their desire to help. Therefore the settlement officer should be a judge

not a clerk so that he. can offer and effect such help.

2. Every applicant has the right to appeal against the settlement officer's

decision, but the Government has no right as apparent from the regulations.

The Government should be represented in the settlement party by a lawyer from

the ministry of justice to see that the Government rights over its lands are

preserved.

3. Settlement, for any scheme, should be effected at the earliest stage of

the demarcation of land, otherwise people will claim lands they wouldn't have

claimed had .there been instantaneous settlement. We have been demarcating

lands of Kanana, Khashm el Girba and Rahad Schemes . nd have been aware of the

bushy areas, where we had to clear off bush for our camps, and we were

astonished to know that our same camps have been claimed by and registered,

to the claimant.

4- One of the main complications which hindered demarcation and registration

of land was reholding of the land in an undivided shares. This problem may

be solved if a trustee act is implemented. In this caBe those shareholders

will be entitled to the proceeds of the land in proportion to their shares,

but not to the land itself; their rights will no longer be in land, but in

money, and as such we will have nothing to do with them,

5- It is highly important that the settlement officer should as far as

possible be aware of the traditions of the people in the locality under

settlement.

Conclusion:

In his visit to the Northern Province in September - October 1969- the

President of the Revolutionary Command Council and Prime Minister directed

that a note would be made to point out all the snags in the regulations

that hinder registration of land to the Government. A note was raised and

hence the unregistered land act 1970 was passed. We deem it useful to quote

hereunder sections 4, 5 and 6 of this act.

"4« (l) Notwithstanding anything contained in the land settlement and
Registration Ordinance, or any other law in force, all land of any kind

whatsoever, whether waste, forest, occupied or unoccupied, which is not

registered before the commencement of this act shall, on such commencement, be

the property of the Government and shall be deemed to have been registered as

such, as if the 'provisions of the land settlement and registration ordinance

have been duly compiled with.

5- No easement may be established and no person shall acquire any right or

title prescription, over any land which has been registered in the name of the

Government of which is deemed to be so registered under section"4.

6» No court or other authority shall have jurisdibtion to entertain any

application, suit or proceeding in regard "bo any question of title to land

which is the property of the Government by virtue of this act or any rights

therein on the ground of prescription or any other ground whatsoever."
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- Thivs act will enable our machinery to function properly and ensure

that all livelyhood schemes will, spring up soon, so long, as the lengthy
procedures that entailed curtailment of registration of land to the" .

government have come to end.
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